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Problem Statement 
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•The subject pump is a Overhung Canned Motor Pump pumping Condensate  
  with traces of Ethylene Oxide.  
 
•The pump has a thrust balancing mechanism comprising of a rotating thrust  
  disk and a stationary carbon ring.  
 
•The pump has a secondary impeller which takes suction from main discharge  
  line and circulates the cooling fluid to cool the motor windings. 
 
• The pump is installed with a axial position measuring device called „ARM 2000‟ 
   which provides the real time position of the rotor. 
 
•The axial position signal is monitored in DCS with an alarm and trip interlock. 
 
•In addition to axial position , winding temperature of the motor and power output 
  also has signals coming to DCS , though without alarms. 
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Problem Statement – The Pump Cross Sectional Drawing 
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ARM 2000 
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Problem Statement 
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Problem Statement – Failure Mode 
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•In a typical failure mode , axial position will 
change and motor current will increase. 
•The carbon ring would be found heavily 
rubbed & damaged 
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Problem Statement – How we saw it 
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Problem Statement – Time Line 
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Analysis – First Modification 
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Vortex Breaker  
Strips Added 
Vortex Breaker Strips created pressure on the suction end of the pump 
to counter thrust towards suction. 
Balancing holes enlarged to facilitate balancing action. 
Balancing holes 
enlarged 
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Problem Statement – Time Line 
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Problem Statement – Effect of First Modification 
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Problem Statement – Time Line 
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Problem Statement – Time Line 
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7 Failures – All 
pointing to higher 
Axial Thrust – 
towards suction 
Modification 1 : 
Counter thrust by 
Vortex 
breakers/enlarging 
balancing holes 
Axial position of the 
pump remained steady; 
however , power 
consumption increased. 
Motor winding 
temperature also 
increased. Life increased 
from a month to 45 days 
Vortex breaker 
strips height 
reduced. Power 
increased after 55 
days of operation. 
One further repairs lacked 
success ; repair costs 
mounted and threat of 
production loss increased. 
Unlocked Final 
Mystery 
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Problem Statement – The Pump Bill of Material 
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Cast Iron 
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Analysis 
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In July 2010 , a close look at 
the cast iron parts revealed 
a clue to the Mystery  
•The wear rings on primary impeller  
 were found soft as carbon. 
•The secondary impeller back and front 
 shrouds were found soft as a chalk! 
All cast iron components were 
replaced with SS 316 to prevent 
Galvanic Corrosion. 
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Analysis 
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A relook at the pumping medium revealed the following :  
The pump contains more than 85% of water  by volume. 
Water being an excellent electrolyte , caused the “Galvanic Corrosion” 
• Water 
Electrolyte 
• Iron & graphite 
• Iron corrodes & 
flushed away 
Galvanic 
Cell • Can be cut with 
knife 
• Soft lump with 
some Iron 
oxide Porous  
Graphite 
Graphitization 
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Conclusions - What Actually happened 
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Pumping liquid contained more than 85% water 
Electrolytic Cell formed between SS and Cast iron(Wear 
rings);Galvanic corrosion initiated on pump operation. 
Iron in the Cast iron wear ring corrodes away ; Wear 
rings clearance enlarged. 
Pressure breakdown on the suction end of the impeller 
forcing the rotor towards suction.  
The rotor thrust acts on the Carbon ring in the 
balancing assembly. Carbon ring damages .Power 
increased due to recirculation 
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Lessons Learnt – How we saw it 
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Axial Position of the Pump rotor indicated 
movement towards suction ; Power output 
increased. 
Carbon ring found damaged with symptoms 
of severe rubbing. 
High thrust resulted concluded as the root 
cause – root cause uncertain 
Vortex breakers welded to counter higher 
thrust; Provided temporary additional life. 
Root cause remained hidden for a while but 
finally surfaced. 
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Questions? 185
